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Abstract—The Networks-on-Chip (NoC) provides regular and
scalable design architecture for the chip multiprocessor (CMP)
systems. The routing efficiency dominates the overall system
performance because of more complex applications and network
scaling. The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a distributed col-
lective-intelligence algorithm. The ACO-based selection scheme
with Backward-Ant mechanism (ACO-BANT) can provide extra
feedback congestion information compared with forward-ant
mechanism. However, the storing and computation cost of BANT
is too high for the NoC systems. In this work, we implement the
ACO-BANT selection scheme with feasible cost on NoC. The simu-
lation results show that the proposed scheme yields improvements
in saturation throughput by 16.26% compared to the OBL selec-
tion. We also implement the router architecture of the proposed
scheme, which has the highest improvement-to-overhead ratio.

Index Terms—Adaptive routing, ant colony optimization (ACO),
networks-on-chip (NoC), selection strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE regular topology of networks-on-chip (NoC) provides
scalable and flexible architecture for parallel chip multi-

processor (CMP) systems [1]. However, the traffic distribution
still dominates the NoC performance. Therefore, we need an
effective adaptive routing algorithm for balancing load and im-
proving network throughput.
The adaptive routing composes of a routing function and a

selection function. Routing function provides a set of candi-
date channels given by the turn models [2]. Selection func-
tion then selects the less-congested channel based on network
information. The ACO-based selection scheme can judges the
channel congestion status with current information and histor-
ical pheromone to improve system performance [7], [8].
In Fig. 1, the close-loop feedback control backward-ant

agents collect the path information and cooperate with for-
ward-ant agents to avoid routing to a distant hotspot. This
mechanism can help the routers in NoC system to faster re-
spond to network congestion. However, since the NoC has
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the process of the (a) forward-ant and (b) backward-ant.
The close-loop feedback backward-ant can: 1) sense the remote congestion; 2)
bring back the congestion information; and 3) timely respond to the congestion.

very limited on-chip resource, we have to reduce the cost of
backward-ant process for feasible implementation by taking
advantage from the queueing dependency and regular structure
of NoC.
In this work, we provides a feasible ACO-based selection

with backward-ant (BANT) mechanism for the NoC. First, we
use conditional penalty and early backward-ant to reduce the
cost of congestion awareness process. Second, we simplify the
reinforcement factor to reduce the update computation. Third,
we reduce the header information carried by ant packet, and re-
duce the table cost with regional-ACO (RACO) mechanism.
The simulation results show the proposed scheme yield im-
provement in saturation throughput by 16.26% compared with
output buffer level (OBL) selection [9]. We also implement the
router architectures of proposed schemes and improve the im-
provement-to-overhead ratio to 1.64.

II. ACO-BASED NOC SELECTION WITH FORWARD-ANT
MECHANISM

In the ACO-based selection for NoC system [7], as shown in
Fig. 2, there are two types of packets: data packet and ant packet.
Both carry the payload for data transmission and have sim-
ilar network experience. The only difference between the data
packet and ant packet is the head flit. The head flit of ant packet
contains the ant index. This ant index triggers the pheromone
updating of a table entry when an ant packet is in the routing
process.
The probability pheromone is derived from the current and

historical local network information. This state transition rule
is shown as follows:

(1)

For an NoC, is the pheromone that determines
the probability of sending a packet from current router to desti-
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Fig. 2 ACO-based adaptive routing flow for forward-ant mechanism.

nation router via channel (North, East, South and West).
is proportional to the free slots in buffer at channel ; is the
channel number of current router , and is a weighting coef-
ficient of historical and local network information.
Although the forward-ant can make more flexible selection

compared with other current models, we still need the back-
ward-ant to bring back the congestion information on path to
shorten the response time.

III. THE ACO-BASED SELECTION SCHEME WITH
BACKWARD-ANT MECHANISM (ACO-BANT) FOR NOC

SYSTEMS

A. The Framework of BANT in Wide Area Network (WAN)

In the AntNet [6], during the backward route, the backward
agents update the local network models and the local routing
table of each visited node to give the evaluation of the paths
they have passed.
The AntNet has two primary data structures and that cause

the main overhead:
1) The statistics model : evaluates the trip
time from output channel to destination router . The
parameters include the trip time average , variance ,
and the best trip time in a moving observation window.
To implement , we need to maintain a table that records
the window of trip time information for each pair
and compute the parameters, which cause an unacceptable
overhead for NoC systems.

2) The routing table : evaluates the congestion index for
output channel to destination . To implement , we
need to maintain a large pheromone table for each
pair. The update of routing table also requires congestion
model , current trip time and statistics model .

The original flow is shown in Fig. 3. Equations (2)(3) are
the update process of destination node for the port , which
is chosen and unchosen in the transmission phase.
Pheromone of the chosen channel increases subjects to rein-
forcement factor

(2)

(3)

(4)

The setting of is derived from (4). is the shortest trip
time experienced by the ants in the observation window and

Fig. 3 Flow of forward and backward phase in AntNet.

is current trip time. and , computed with , can
estimate the limits of an approximation confidence interval for
average trip time . We want to reduce the cost for statistics
model storage, computation, update overhead, and table
cost.

B. Proposed BANT for Feasible NoC Implementation

We simplify the ACO-BANT algorithm flow for implemen-
tation based on NoC characteristics. The reduced cost includes
the statistics model , reinforcement factor , computation for
the congestion status, multiple trip times in the packet header,
and routing table size. Along with the simplifications, we pro-
pose the following schemes.
Scheme 1: Conditional penalty and early backward-ant

mechanism: The original backward-ant process is an all-re-
ward process. This means once a packet is sent from source
node and arrive at destination node , the statistics models
of routers in the path get a positive reinforcement on the
transmitting channel. This rewarding process depends on the
backward-ant arrival rate, thus the shorter or faster path can be
detected. However, this process requires high transmission rate.
Because the congestion is not directly detected but detected by
sensing of other uncongested paths.
Because when congestion happens, the NoC suffers from a

more severe queuing delay than WAN systems, we model the
congestion on the NoC as an obstacle that blocks the path of
forwarding packet. If and only if the forward-ant detects a con-
gested path, the early backward-ant is generated and starts to
notify the routers on the path with a penalty on the transmitting
channel. This process is shown below, where is the RACO
region index as follows:

(5)

(6)

The properties are shown as follows.
• Conditional penalty process: Instead of generating back-
ward-ant whenever ant packet reaches destination, we re-
duce the cost by only transmitting backward-ant for con-
gestion paths. In the backward path, a penalty is given to
reduce the pheromone value on the congested transmitting
channels.

• Early backward-ant: When the forward-ant senses the
congestion at a router on the path, this router generates
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an backward-ant and starts the backward tour. The for-
ward-ant is then forbidden to generate any backward-ant.

Scheme 2: Simplification on Reinforcement Factor : In the
backward-ant design for WAN system, has setting in (4). Be-
cause the congestion problem is more severe when network is
working near saturation point, we use the main composition of
(4), divided by current trip time , as our congestion
metric.
For reducing complexity, the congestion metric is a condi-

tional judgement as below

(7)

Current trip time stands for the elapsed time after a packet
injection into network. is the hop-count between
source node and current node . is the time of routing
process at each node, and is a system parameter larger than .
Since the optimal trip time is equal to multiplies
by . Equation (7) compares with optimal trip timemultiply
by parameter . This determines if a congestion has happened at
current node. If congestion occurs, current node then generates
an early backward-ant and sent it backward to the source. In this
work, we empirically set the reinforcement factor in (5)(6) to
a constant in the range of .
Scheme 3: Reduction of Header and BANT Table Size: Be-

cause we do not need most of the parameters in with scheme
1 and 2, the forward-ant packet header do not need to aggregate
and carry time information for every node pairs in the path. The
header only needs to aggregate current trip time .
We further reduce of the router s carried in the header by

taking advantage of mesh-based NoC. We have the forward-ant
to carry just enough information. Since there are at most four di-
rections for each selection, we need at most two bits to identify
each router on path. Moreover, since Odd-Even routing [3] is a
minimal routing, there are at most two directions for transmis-
sion. Therefore, we need only one bit for each router on path.
Although ACO selection can improve the system perfor-

mance, the large routing table size makes it infeasible for NoC
implementation. Therefore, we adopt the NoC topology-aware
Regional-ACO (RACO) to reduce table size [8]. We have
the forward and backward-ant using the same RACO table to
reduce the update complexity. The modified part of the process
is the change of backward-ant update in Eqs. (5) and (6), with
in Eqs. (2) and (3) are replaced by regional index .

C. Operations of The ACO Selection Scheme with
Backward-Ant on NoC

The modified algorithm flow is shown in Fig. 4. The for-
ward-ant carries single trip time and concise index . The de-
tection of congestion is based on (7). We empirically set the
parameter in the range from 1.5 to 2.0, which is feasible
for NoC working under saturation throughput [12]. If conges-
tion is detected, an early backward-ant is generated and sent.
If congestion is not detected along the path, no backward-ant is
sent, and forward-ant is removed at destination. In the backward
phase, the backward ant packet continue to update the reduced
pheromone table of the corresponding channel until it reaches
the source node.

Fig. 4 Flow of forward and backward phase in this work.

TABLE I
COST COMPARISON OF BANT ON WAN SYSTEMS AND OUR WORK

Table I shows the cost comparison of the ACO-BANT on
WAN systems and our work. Comparison includes size, re-
inforcement factor , trip time in header , s in header

, table size , and congestion awareness process CAP. Pa-
rameters are channel number CN, destination number , router
number on path and length .

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Environment and Evaluation Metrics

We adopt the simulation platformNoxim [9], which is an open
source SystemC simulator of a mesh-based NoC. We evaluate
the proposed method with both the synthetic and real traffic
scenarios. The scenarios includes uniform, transpose, hotspot
[5], and multimedia system (MMS) traffic [10]. The evaluation
index is based on the packet injection rate pir, which is the rate
that packets are injected into the network. For performance met-
rics, we choose to evaluate the latency of different algorithms.
The judge point is at the saturation throughput [4], which is de-
fined as the packet injection rate when the latency is twice of
zero-load latency.
The environment settings of the synthetic and real simula-

tions are and mesh, respectively. Traffic sources
generate 4-flit packets. With a injection interval follows the
self-similar pareto distribution. The FIFO buffer size is four
flits. Each simulation was initially run for 2000 cycles to allow
network transient effects to stabilize, then it is executed for
20 000 cycles. To guarantee the accuracy of results, the sim-
ulation at each pir has been repeated a number of times.

B. Experimental Results

In Table II, we show the saturation throughput for each
algorithm and traffic scenario. The selection schemes compared
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE SATURATION POINT OF OBL, NOP, FORWARD-ANT
(FANT), ACO WITH BACKWARD-ANT MECHANISM (BANT) UNDER

DIFFERENT TRAFFIC SCENARIOS

TABLE III
HARDWARE SYNTHESIS RESULTS (TSMC 90 nm @360 MHz) and Area

Efficiency

are OBL [9], NoP (Neighbor-on-Path) [5], FANT (forward-ant)
[8], BANT (ACO with backward-ant mechanism) under
Odd-Even routing algorithm [3]. When the network is under
uniform traffic, the historical information in forward-ant does
not provide much extra information, thus the FANT performs
near OBL, and NoP perform much better than OBL. While
the BANT algorithm outperforms NoP about 7.0%. For trans-
pose traffic, the historical track is much more meaningful,
thus FANT haves a performance near NoP. The adaptivity of
selection function is also more significant for transpose traffic.
The BANT algorithm gives a improvement of 11.4% compared
with NoP.
In hotspot traffic, several traffic flows are toward a small re-

gion of nodes, for minimal routing like Odd-Even, the blockage
situation is severe. For algorithms with higher adaptivity, the
saturation throughput are similar. In the multimedia system
(MMS) traffic, that use in [5] and discussed in [10]. It includes
an h263 video codec, and an MP3 audio codec. The application
is partitioned into 40 distinct tasks and assigned/scheduled on
25 IPs. The mapping of IPs into nodes of a mesh-based
NoC architecture has been obtained. The result shows that
BANT outperforms other algorithms. For different traffic sce-
nario, it shows the improvement of BANT on NoC is 16.26%
compared with OBL. With the following hardware analysis.
This BANT mechanism is feasible for NoC implementation.

C. Hardware Analysis and Area Efficiency

The router architecture of the ACO-BANT is designed based
on Fig. 4. Table III shows the hardware synthesis results with
TSMC 90 nm process. This table shows a brief tradeoff anal-
ysis of the selection functions. We find NoP, FANT, and BANT

are with 15.35, 3.82, and 9.92% normalized overhead compared
with the OBL selection function.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each selection func-

tion, the improvement-to-overhead ratio is defined as the per-
formance improvement that each percent of hardware overhead
can gain, which is calculated by dividing the normalized net-
work improvement by the corresponding hardware overhead.
The area efficiency is also tabulated in Table III. The BANT and
FANT both acquire area efficiency which are greater than 1, im-
plying that the ratio of improvement gained over overhead con-
sumed is high and the investment is worthwhile. Owing to the
highest network improvement acquired and the moderate hard-
ware cost required, BANT achieves the highest area efficiency.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we propose a scheme for feasible NoC imple-
mentation of ACO-based selection scheme with Backward-Ant
mechanism (ACO-BANT) based on Odd-Even routing. Also
implemented is the router architecture with TSMC 90 nm
process. The results show the proposed scheme yield improve-
ments in saturation throughput by 16.26% compared with
OBL selection. We also implement the router architectures and
increase the improvement-to-overhead ratio to 1.64.
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